
B I G  B A G  F I L L I N G



Dust tight enclosure for big bag filling used to comply with food and product 

standards related to processing areas with high risk, high care product safety. 

Sanitary equipment 

Nitrogen fluidisation 

Permanent magnet grill 

Dust tight filling and dust tight enclosures

UV-light for high risk and high care management 

+40 years of experience with Bulk material handling systems 

INDUSTRIES

TEKFA BIG BAG FILLING SYSTEM  

Food industry e.g. Protein Powder and Infant formula powder 

Pharmaceutical industry 

Chemical industry 

NB: TEKFA is aware, that the powder at hand requires high hygiene and high care management both in relation 

to the other ingredients and in relation to the work environment. 

FEATURES

For granules and powders 

Filling according to weight 

For different Big Bag sizes - great capacity 

Stainless (or mild steel) 

Mobile or stationary unit 

Easy to clean and maintain 

Can be manufactured according to OIML R76 

Manufactured according to EHEDG standards and in compliance with European legislation

- where High Risk and High Care management is essential 



Pallet magazine

Pallet binder

Enclosure, built in compliance with high risk high 

care management. We use cleanroom practices to 

avoid cross contamination. 

Airtight fast moving gate for further transport of the filled 

big bag through the production line

Moveable big bag support frame

Pre-hopper Gate for new empty big bags

Weighing hopper

Control panel and operating walkway inside the enclosure



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

250 l pre-hopper 
1,500 l Vacuum pre-gassing silo/weighing hopper 
Duct pipes from pre-gassing silo to the bagging system 

Big Bag filling system
Control Panel Touch Screen (Overview of all data and full traceability as an option)

Powder: Infant formula powder. Before placing the order all powder data is required, and tests will be 

performed by Tekfa Test Center. 

WORKFLOW

The filling is carried out in a dust tight enclosure with dust aspiration. 

1) A pallet with empty big bags is lifted into the enclosure before the filling begins, so that the operator is fully 

equipped in the dust tight enclosure, before attaching big bags to the filling nozzle. 

2) The operator attaches the straps on the pneumatic hooks and applies the filling spout on the pneumatic 

bellows before it is blown up. This secures a dustproof nozzle. 

3) When the big bag is attached to the filling spout and blown up, the operator can activate the filling of the big 

bag at the control panel touch screen . 

4) The big bag is filled through duct pipes with an hourly capacity of max. 8 m³/h, which makes it possible to 

change the big bag every 15 minutes. 

5) When a big bag is full (according to the weighing signal) and still hanging in the pneumatic controlled lifting 

hooks in the frame, the operator will release the air in the bellow and close the big bags manually. The 

automatic dust tight curtain door opens and the filled big bags moves out and is released on an empty pallet. 
The lifting yoke runs back for another big bag and the gate closes. The operator attaches a new empty big bag 

and the filling cycle restarts. The filling nozzle has a dust extraction attached to it that starts automatically, 

when a big bag is changed. 



PI-DIAGRAM

View: Looking at the production site from the enclosure entrance  View: Looking directly at the enclosure
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OPTIONS - BIGBAG FILLING SYSTEM

Powder sampler DSN32 

Electrical metallic detector 

Pallet magazine/dispenser 

Roller conveyor 

External dust filter

Tekfa A/S 

Århusvej 201 

8464 Galten 

Denmark 

System Engineering Brochure (PDF)
www.tekfa.com 

TEKFA is an engineering company with 40 years’ experience 

in handling, weighing and dosing of powder and granules. 

TEKFA is serving a wide range of industries, has its own 

development department within both mechanics, 

electronics & software, as well as its own test center. 

Construction of the clean area enclosure is also an option: 

1) Tekfa constructs and delivers the enclosure 

2) The costumer is in charge of constructing the enclosure

View: Looking down upon the production site

View: Looking directly  at the enclosure

http://www.tekfa.com/media/1158/system_development.pdf
http://www.tekfa.com/

